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Camera has been a representational tool in art and architecture. The tool is,
especially, deeply integrated in architectural profession because the photographic
medium has always had a particular resonance with architectural subject matter for its
unique ability to explore and represent architectural space and form, and even to express

01.

fundamental architectural ideas and concepts. The phases of camera as a representational
tool can be divided into four stages since its first success in 1816. The categories are
following:

The Tool
[ History of Camera ]

1800s : Documentation of Reality
1920s – 30s : Representation as conceptual diagram
1950s – 60s : Alternative Representation
1900s – : Beyond the Visual
Throughout history, the aims and capacities of photographic representation has been
evolving. Its focus has been shifting to respond to the needs of the society. Along with the
changes in photographic representation, the methodologies and scopes of architectural
representation and design as well since photography and architecture alaways had a
resonance in the professions.
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1 8 0 0 s

It’s ability to freeze and replicate a moment broadened qualities, accuracies,
and viewers of information. It allowed people to pass down many realistic and diverse
information easily and quickly, starting in 1800s. In architecture, its ability to document

Figure 1. News Paper in 1800s

quickly and vastly contributed in enhancing and documenting construction process.

Figure 2. Eiffel Tower Construction

Figure 3. News Papaer in 1800s

Moving from just depicting the exact reality, many artists and architects in 1920s
– 30s started to use photography creatively to convey their ideas. It was the start of

1 9 2 0 s - 3 0 s

the Modern era. The photography served as a clean and pristine conceptual diagram.
Examples on the right demonstrates how Le Corbusier edited Walter Gropius’ images to
make the photo of the building clearer and more diagrammatic.

Figure 4. Walter Gropius’s Photography

Figure 4 - 6.
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Figure 5. Le Corbusier’s Edit

Higgott, Andrew, and Timothy Wray.
Camera Constructs [ 2016 ] pg. 41

4

Figure 6. Villa Savoye, Le Corbusier

1 9 5 0 s - 6 0 s

In 1950 -60s, many architects saw the photography as a conceptual diagram at
its pristine and optimum conditions problematic and instead to take alternative form of
representations, focusing the other environments and details of the space. For example,
Herman Hertzberger focused on human scale by representating how the users occupy the
spaces. In his photogpraphy, people completes the space.
In 1990s, pushing this focus of searching for a space beyond the ideal vision further,

Figure 6. Herman Herzber’s Photography

Figure 7. Herman Herzber’s Photography

Figure 8. Herman Herzber’s Photography

many contemporary artists and architects tried to use photography to see beyond the
retinal vision by catching the temporal elements and details of the subjects. For example,
Helene Binet’s photography captures the senses and details of the space rather than

1 9 0 0 s -

representing the whole building. This abstract level of the photography then leads us to
the question of other potentials of the pictured subject.
Going through different movement over time, photographic representation
and architecture reinfroced and defined each other. The influences are ineviatble since
photographic represenation is used as a key communication tool of architecture. Camera
constructs architecture.

Figure 10. Helene Binet’s Photography

Figure 10 12.
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Figure 11. Helene Binet’s Photography

Gadanho, Pedro. Redstone , Elias. Bush, Kate.
Shooting Space [ 2014 ] pg. 20 - 26
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Figure 12. Helene Binet’s Photography

Throughout the history, photography was employed in the process of surveying,
conceptualizing, passing judgement, advertising and architectural manifestos as a creative tool within design process. Here, I selected 4 areas where a photography served as
a tool in a design production:

[ Role of Camera in Design Production ]
Iconographic Analysis
View Framing
Motion Study
Record of the Time
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Iconographic

The increased quantities and accessibilities of documentations by photography
served a critical tool in design analysis. A camera became a new tool of survey and data

Figure 13.

of the reality.

Figure 14.

Figure 13 14.

9

Tedroff, Julia. Slavik, Andrej. Farran-Lee, Matin.
Architecture, Photography and the Contemporary
past. [2014] pg. 100 - 9
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Analysis

V i e w

Framing

Rather than analysis of the reality, many artists also used photography as an
execution of their idea and concept. The notion of the view framing of camera, especially,

Figure 15.

led study of different surface and space configuration. Mies van Rough used photomontage
as space configuration study, which later turned into an actual space.

Figure 16.

Figure 15 16.
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Higgott, Andrew, and Timothy Wray.
Camera Constructs [ 2016 ]

12

Motion

S t u d y

Not only a photography can twist our view frames, but also it can pass the limit
of our retinal vision as well, capturing ephemeral senses and movement. The captured

Figure 17.

sequences and moments beyond our vision then can serve as both analysis and execution
tool.

Figure 18.

Figure 17 18.
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Higgott, Andrew, and Timothy Wray.
Camera Constructs [ 2016 ]

14

Record

of

the

Here are more examples by William Firebrace to catch the time through
movements and lights in his project Slow Space. Camera’s ability to caputure temporal

Figure 19.

elements through motion data began to question static perception of the photographed
subjects.

Figure 20.

Figure 19 20.
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Higgott, Andrew, and Timothy Wray.
Camera Constructs [ 2016 ]
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T i m e

Converting a space to media, art has produced static images. Time is stopped in
an image. Temporal elements, the motion of a photographed subject and its surrounding,
are amputated in the process of spatial visualization into an image. The loss of temporality
is the nature of two-dimensional representation. However, today’s advanced technology

[ Static Images ]

brought ubiquity of camera, the tool of visualization, resulting more hasty and impulsive
visual data. According to the research in 2017, average person takes 3 pictures a day,
resulting trillion photos a year in the world. In parallel with the flood of the images, understanding temporality in space has been limited. The static representation has been
problematic in architecture due to its inability to depict and understand the spatial and
environmental movemnt of a built object.
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Take a look at the past examples of influences of photographic representation
and architecture. The pristine and diagrammatic photographic representation of modern
architecture, emphasizing formal and idealized concept, brought a question of diversity
of forms and spaces. Especially, the international style in modern architecture disregarded
the variety of movement and changing environment behind its representation of formal
and visual dominance of an architectural object.

Figure 21. Display of Idealized Motion and Moment

Figure 21.
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Julius Shulman, Case Study House No. 22
(Los Angeles, Calif.), 1960.

20

Criticizing austerity, formality, and lack of variety of modern architecture, particularly
in the international style by Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe, postmodernism was born.
Denise Scott Brown, Robert Venturi, and Steven Izenour’s book, Learning from Las Vegas,
highlighted the diverse visual symbolism in architecture and the unique iconography of
urban sprawl through photographic analysis of Las Vegas strip. However, the focus on twodimensional visuals in an image left out incorporation of spatial dynamic and movement.

Figure 22. Photographic Analysis of Las Vegas

Figure 22.
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Brown,Denise. Venturi, Robert. Izenou, Steven.
Learning from Las Vegas (1972)

22

In attempt to understand the human motion and experience in a space, Bernard
Tschumi focus on the concept of event space. In his book, Manhattan Script, Tschumi
visually represents the stage sets and movement of a person. However, the representation
of the analysis, which are plans, sections, axons, and perspectives, are still conventional
are static. Here, the question of static representation’s ability to truly depict the transitory
Figure 23.

nature of spatial experiences and its landscape still remains.

Figure 24.

Figure 23 - 24.
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Tschumi, Bernard. Manhattan
Transcripts (1994)
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02.
Taking the criticism of photographic representation, a lack of temporality and

Depolyment of the Tool
[ Moving Images ]

movement, the camera was deployed in the Skytop Quarry to explore its potential to
capture movements in space over time. The time-lapse technique was used to create a
moving image. Moving image in the analysis is served as visualization of ephemeral landscape into a singular mass and sequence. The outcome, a time-stack image, captures the
performances, density, and range of movements of landscape elements over time.
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Deploying the notion of recording the time to the site, I first focused on the zones
with flame-grasses because their ranges of movements were wide, allowing more drastic
variation in visualizing their sequences over time. The record was done through timelapse process, taking pictures every minute with the exposure of 30 seconds. The end
product, the time-stack image, then demonstrates the flame grasses’ characteristics about
fuzziness, flexibility, and range of movement as well as its force and environment, which is
wind and light

Figure 25. Time-Stack Image of Flame Grass
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Moving on the different zone, although it is minor variation, it was interesting to
find out how two elements, the tree and flam-grasses, responded differently to changing
environmental conditions over time. Especially in the time-stack image above, you
can see the more blurred form of flame grasses compare to the tree, indicating higher
speed and flexibility of flame-grasses. Capturing temporal elements, object performance
and changing environment, is especially crucial in uderstanding nature since it inherits
transitory quality

Figure 26. Time-Stack Image of Flame Grass and Tree
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Figure 27. Time-Stack Image of Flame Grasses

The analysis of the Skytop Quarry highlighted the transitory and moving quality
of the landscape. Nature landscape inherits an ephemeral quality since it is constantly exposed to weathering and growth of its elements. Therefore, incorporation of temporal as-

[ Moving Scenes ]

pects of a landscape is crucial in order to represent and understand its quality. The notion
of moving scene to moving image has been explored artists. Similar to the quarry analysis,
they recorded and abstracted the movement of the nature over time to fully represent its
spatial quality.
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Hiroshi Sugimoto, a Japanese photographer, created a photo series called
“Seascape”. Sugimoto treated the photography series as the fossilization of time.
The series simultaneously captures a discrete moment in time but also evoke a feeling
of timelessness. The changing motions of the sea blends with each other over time.
Sugimoto’s level of abstraction of ocean’s motion over time suggests ethernal and infinite
quality of the ocean.

Figure 28.

Figure 28.
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Sugimoto, Hiroshi. SeaScape (1995)
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Matt Molloy’s photo series, “Time Stuck”, creates unique represenstation of a
landscape, especially the one with sky. He complied images of a sky and landscape at
the same angles that were taken over months or even a year to capture the ephemeral
sequence of the landscape. The sereis, therefore, are able to narrate the environmental
phenomenon and sequence. Focusing on the sky and cloud, Molly’s photograps visualize
wind movement. The diversity, directionality, motion, and strength of the wind over time is
visualized in a single image. Times are stuck and moving in the picture, not stopped.

Figure 29.

Figure 29.
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Molly, Matt. Time Stuck
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[

Detail

]

[

Person

]

[

Landscape

[ Still / Element ]

Recognizing the lack of understanding and representation of temporal elements,
this thesis aims to investigate the innate ephemerality of nature landscape among other
scales. Nature’s simultaneous transition and interaction among different states of matters

[ Motion ]

will serve as learning data to push the limit of spectrum from static quality to transient
quality in architecture.

[ Architecture ]

?

?

Scale
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?

]

03.
This thesis wishes to push the spectrum of how architecture as a built

Projection
[ Thesis Statement ]

form can be fixated in an ephemeral environment. A camera is served as both analytical
and representational tool to capture the ephemeral process of landscape transformation.
Visualization of temporal elements of the natural landscape forces through the production
of motion images aim stimulate variability of the perceptual process into awareness of the
changeability within architectural objects.
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Jeju island, an island in South Korea, was chosen as the site due to its unique
landscape forces, especially in relation to water and wind. Within the island, Gujwa
breakwater was further studied. The site complex has distinct micro site conditions. As

[ The Site ]

visualizing the landscape context through photographic representation, the analysis
demonstrates how existing break water structures draws boundaries in landscape. The
topography and tidal changes create constant change of land edges, especially in the
path to wind turbine. Even temperature and wind speed various from inland to coastline
and one edge to another.

43
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At Gujwa breakwater Complex, three points were further explored to capture
distinct landscape conditions at the site.
Point I_Pathway to the Wind Turbine
Point II_Breakwater
Point III_Ocean
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Figure 30. Time Stack Image at Point I on March 6th ( 11:00_High Tide )

Point I

Figure 30. Time Stack Image at Point I on March 7th ( 18:00 _Low Tide )

Figure 30. Time Stack Image at Point I on March 7th ( 08:00_Low Tide )
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Figure 31. Time Stack Image at Point II on March 6th ( 11:00_High Tide )

Point II

Figure 32. Time Stack Image at Point II on March 7th ( 18:00 _Low Tide )

Figure 33. Time Stack Image at Point II on March 7th ( 08:00_Low Tide )
49
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Figure 34. Time Stack Image at Point III on March 6th ( 11:00_High Tide )

Point III

Figure 35. Time Stack Image at Point III on March 7th ( 18:00 _Low Tide )

Figure 36. Time Stack Image at Point III on March 7th ( 08:00_Low Tide )
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[ Site Analysis ]

53

Site analysis zoomed in from lager scale of the island to the microclimate at the
Gujwa breakwater complex.

54

Figure 37. Overall Island Wind and Water Force Analysis
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*Data from BADA.COM (2018.01.06 - 02.05 at Woljeong-ri)

Figure 38. Tidal Analysis at Gujwa Complex

Figure 39. Gujwa Complex Site Map

Figure 40. Gujwa Complex Micro Climate Site Map_Temperature and Wind Force
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04.

Dealing with the strong changes of wind and water forces, the locals of Jeju
developed a technique of wall system with basalt rocks. Despite of its fragile appearance,

Application

the wall system resists and redistributes the landscape forces better than a solid

[ Material ]

hermetically sealed envelope, many architects and builders studied airtight envelope for

wall because of its porosity. Since the Le Corbusier’s exploration of mur neutralisant,
environmental and sustainable solution to buildings’ landscape. In other hand, Jeju local’s
emphasis on porosity suggests other possibilities to push the boundary between a built
object and its landscape.
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Figure 41. Local’s Basalt Rock Application Analysis I

Figure 42. Local’s Basalt Rock Application Analysis II
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Figure 43. III

Figure 44. Local’s Basalt Rock Application Analysis IV
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To go beyond simply emulating existing weather or ideal climates from a site
analysis, the thesis aims to further examine architecture’s spectrum as a fixed entity within

[ Program ]

its context through visualization of its changing landscape qualities. Imagining architecture
as a weather station, that can measure, collect, and amplify its ephemeral landscape
condition, the thesis explores architecture of ever-changing space that its essence cannot
be captured at one moment.
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Figure 45. Weather Station Process Analysis I

Figure 46. Weather Station Process Analysis II

Figure 47. Weather Station Instrument Analysis

The spectrum of porosities of surfaces defines landscape to architecture. The
thesis explores ways in which that architectural elements can amplify the spectrum’s
fluidities, pushing the scope of activities and phenomenon.
To do so, beyond the conventional threshold, such as typical door and window, site
oriented and integrative boundaries need to be drawn. Thinking about how surfaces can
be open up to its changing landscape, different densities and orientation and porosities

[ Strategy ]

of surfaces can be imagined.
In the application of the strategies with local materials, the module system was
thought to respond to each landscape elements. Wall to wind, floor to flood, and roof to
precipitation.
Each surface was studied to integrate and amplify the transient weathering
landscape forces at the site. In the study of interaction with landscape qualities, the
assembly and density of the surface was explored.
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Module

Figure 48. Speculative Elevation

Figure 49. Speculative Section
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Articulation

Figure 50. Landscape to Architecture Slide Ruler, Edited from Air from Other Planet, Sean Lally

[ On Site ]

Figure 51. Site Plan
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Applying the technique to the site, each module with surface variations were
placed in the extreme conditions and edges of the site and more linear components
and pathways were designed to transition the spectrum of landscape and program as a
visitor center. Each activities and spatial qualities of the visitor center will be reinforced by
amplication of site’s landscape, enriching the experiences of the landscape.

Point I

Figure 52. Point I_Plan

Figure 53. Point I_Sectional Perspective I.I

Figure 54. Point I_Sectional Perspective I.II
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Figure 55. Point I_Sectional Perspective II.I

Figure 56. Point I_Sectional Perspective II.II
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Point II

Figure 57. Point II_Plan

Figure 58. Point II_Sectional Perspective III.I

Figure 59. Point I_Sectional Perspective III.II
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Point III

Figure 60. Point III_Plan

Figure 61. Point III_Sectional Perspective IV.I

Figure 62. Point III_Sectional Perspective IV.II
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106

Figure 61. Point III_Sectional Perspective V.I

Figure 62. Point III_Sectional Perspective V.II
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108

From visualizing the landscape forces to design iteration of surfaces in relation to
the site’s weathering forces, the thesis believes that pushing the spectrum of architecture’s
association with static qualities from hermetically sealed enveloped can raise awareness
of the flexibilities and changeability within architecture as a built form in its ephemeral
landscape.
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